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Looking recently through qualifying exams for the
Ph.D. in folklore at Indiana University, I was struck by a

question that popped up again and again. It asked whether
folklore study is properly part of the humanities or the social
sciences. At the heart of this question is whether that study
leans toward the literary or rather toward the anthropologi
cal, with the added possibility, I suppose, that folkloristics
may lie in some penumbra in between. Indeed, the student
can bring numerous pleas from previous scholarship to bear
on the ultimate answer (Utley 1952, Bascom 1953, Jackson
1971, Dorson 1973). The question’s repetition over the years
implies that the issue is an important one, for its answer has a

bearing on the student’s assumptions of what folklorists do
and why. On a pragmatic level, it asks about the nature of
folklore’s home in the international community of scholars,
and for that matter, the folklorist’s current address within

American halls of academe.
The choice between social sciences and humanities is

based on folkloristic history (Dwyer-Shick 1979). From its
beginnings, as the outline is usually drawn, folkloristics was
marked by either an emphasis on the aesthetic, textual
characteristics of folklore as a literary product, or a stress on

the functional aspects of oral tradition as a cultural product.

In the United States, in fact, the early years of the American

Folklore Society witnessed an anthropological domination,
w hile the rival Chicago Folklore Society had a pronounced
literary orientation. In tracing the present state of scholarship

along these tracks, however, we miss important develop
ments in the behavioral sciences.
To be sure, within the behavioral sciences the relation of
folklore to psychology has not gone without notice 1 . A few

studies related Skinner’s behaviorism to folkloric activity

(Bachrach 1962, El-Shamy 1976) or Jung’s ideas to symbolic
dements of tradition (Drake 1969, Stoudt 1966), but the
°verwhelming number of essays sought to incorporate
folklore into the psychoanalytical model. Despite the vocal
dforts of the psychoanalysts from Ernest Jones in the past to
Alan Dundes in the present, the combined effect has been
^ore to increase folklorists’ distance from the behavioral
sciences, rather than to decrease it.

Skepticism of often seemingly contrived and overly
subjective interpretations partly stems from folklorists’
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association of the model with the whole of the behavioral
sciences.
The fact of the matter is that folklore can be described as

learned, symbolic behavior, and can be systematically
analyzed to shed light on human thought and action - an

organizing principle of a behavioral science. With the
replacement of the old ethnocentric notion of the noun folk
as a caste or class of society, and with the recent lessening of

exclusive attention to the texts of folklore, folklorists have

naturally moved toward the social and behavioral sciences.
In my opinion, however, the social scientific overem
phasis on the group basis of folklore detracts from folkloristic
considerations of individual motivations for and intentions
of folkloric creation, use, and transmission. Further, social
scientists by invoking the concept of the esoteric group
commonly abstract the community of which the creators of
folklore were a part. A sociocultural perspective too often
assumes that entire communities or groups somehow uni

formly create or perform folk products, although usually
only a few individuals do so or countenance such products

(Bronner 1981d). This sociocultural perspective has also
suggested that groups exist in some state of social homeosta

sis although individuals typically possess multiple identities
that they enact differently, and modern communities lack the
limits or closure that the equilibrium model implies. And, as

Elliot Oring has convincingly pointed out, using sociocultu
ral functional explanations as causal statements has serious

problems of logic because of their confusion of effects as
causes of origin.
Folklorists have also come to realize that much of what

they call folklore has formal characteristics. It contains
structure and pattern; it repeats and varies; it commonly
follows rules and formulas. Usually it is also distinguished by
drawing attention to itself. As such, it requires textual and
textural analysis, yet the shying away from such analysis in
recent years has not meant its removal from our methodolo

gical toolkit. Folklorists by necessity deal with cultural
products which have structure and texture, but the point
being made is that we also want to know the processes that

generate, perpetuate, and alter those products. In short, the
strict comparative approach of isolating formal or surface
characteristics fails to explain the emergence of folklore.

Modern folklorists have also been disturbed by the
removal of the creator, user, setting, and audience of folklore
from the interpretation of folklore texts in many formalistic

discomfort with approaches not relying on informant expla

analyses. Hence social-scientific folklorists often question
subjective interpretations that do not include informant

nation or some empirical data. In addition, after the spate of

involvement; indeed, they commonly avoid those interpreta

Stand theories in the early history of folklore, folklorists
today are generally wary of reductionist or deductive
ar guments. Yet folklorists make a basic mistake in dismissing
the behavioral sciences as an umbrella for their research
because of a skepticism of one restrictive model and a wrong

1 Evidence of this is also given by the fact that this essay was
° n ginally an invited address before the Behavioral Sciences Research

Committee of the Pennsylvania State University, Capitol Campus. I
e xtend my gratitude especially to Professors John Teske, Robert

°hnan, Sandra Prince-Embury, and James Hudson for their
mstructive comments.
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tions that involve issues of psychological projection in, and
physiological bases of, culture. Yet many would agree that
there are explanations that are outside the awareness of

informants and beyond the literal content of a product. Thus
Georges (1980) was right in asserting that the text-context
debate is a false dichotomy, since the folklorist as a student of
behavior examines the behavior as well as the results and

settings of behavior. True, as analysts of the interactions of
individuals with one another and their physical and spiritual

worlds, and of the expressive products and meanings created
or used by individuals, folklorists have appropriately sought
tools of social research and literary criticism. But as students

